
Brian R.Wright
(sometimes �)

� Whomi? http://brianrwright.com/Author.pdf
� Goldwater campaign (age 14) led to Ayn Rand, ‘heroic individualism’

� Cofounder Libertarian Party of Michigan 1972, generic liberty activist since

� BSME Wayne State, ‘conventional’ life/career path thru early 2000s

� Free State Early Mover 2004, bounced back 2008, books, Coffee Coaster

� Author: Sacred Nonaggression Principle, et al, latest: Leaving the Sandbox

� FOP (Friend of Pete) from late 1980s: wild and crazy teenagers back then

Link to this PowerPoint Presentation: http://brianrwright.com/Shakabuku.ppt
PDF format: http://brianrwright.com/ShakabukuPP.pdf



� Yellow Brick Road to find the wizard? 
� Map to discover hidden treasure?
� Two-tiered path to the end of the rainbow?
� ‘Flow’ chart for finding one’s authentic swing? 
� All of the above?

Shakabuku Liberty
What does the labyrinth 

signify? 
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All of the Above—Summary of Presentation 

1. Ultimate vision

2. Stark threat(s) to that vision

3. Resolving threats: 911 Linchpin Theory

4. Next stage consciousness

5. Old Paradigm evaporates

6. New Paradigm emerges
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Ultimate VisionAuthentic Swing

� The golf swing of Freddie Couples

� Effortless Power

� Analogy to vision of human potential

� New Paradigm

� Peace

� Freedom

� Abundance

� Benevolence

� Joy

� (Creative) Power

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VmB-9IE99o
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Current Reality Variations of Stress

� The golf swing of Joe Shlabotnik

� Violent Low Potency

� Analogy to 

� Old Paradigm

� War

� Tyranny

� Debt

� Poison

� Prison

� Torture

� Deathhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1KjCeS4aus
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Path(s) to a Free, Benevolent Society

Lesson from Golf
“You have the potential for a 
better swing but first you have to 
solve some fundamental 
problems.”

Analogy to Real World
“We can have our free, 
benevolent society, but we do 
have to wake up and end (let go 
of) the sick ones in our midst.”

Inner and Outer Paths
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The Inner Path: Physician Heal Thyself

Changing the world from within…

Developing one’s own Authentic Swing
� I see… that the Cabal is real—cares nothing if my 

loved ones and I die.

� I know… that the Cabal will try to kill or enslave me 
again and again.

� I find… the Cabal’s footprints all over the 9/11 
attacks.

� I choose… to look at the facts with my own eyes and 
act for my life.

� I will… publicly assert Truth/Liberty and step into the 
New Paradigm/FLOW. 

All evils are the effect of unconsciousness. You can 
alleviate the effects of unconsciousness, but you 
cannot eliminate them unless you eliminate their 
cause. True change happens within, not without.…
Just as you cannot fight the darkness, you cannot fight 
unconsciousness… unless you give your own peace to 
the world. – Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now 
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Outer Path 

The Barrier Cloud, by Brian Wright

� Barrier Cloud is the socioneural impediment to 
full actualization of the NaP and humanity 
breaking free in society and internal.

� External Cause of the BC: The sick ones who 
dissemble and are all about control.

� Internal Cause of the BC: The mass mind, 
persistent ‘limbic system,’ the blind obedience 
to authority syndrome.

� The MOPS qua ‘parasite’ cannot exist without 
tricking good people into accepting their 
authority. 

� Solution/Cure: Spiritual enlightenment, 
learning to let go of addictions, compulsive 
mind, and preoccupation with form. 

Inserting this analysis here, because my book anticipates 
the “Men of the Power Sickness” and the cure for them. 

Available via Amazon, also on Kindle.
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Outer Path (Dealing with the ‘Stark Threat’)

September 2013 Wake-Up Call

� September 2013: Humanity came 
close to WW3

� Obama and neocon policymakers 
proposed to attack Syria

� Likely chain of events => BOOM!

Who are these guys?!!
Who in the foreign policy 
establishment was dead set on 
killing us all in nuclear war? 
… and still is!

Led to my Shakabuku “syllograph.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4CRiE7_Q4Y
(Link to Invisible Empire)
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Outer Path (Dealing with the ‘Stark Threat’)

The Matrix today: The New World Order

Who Are ‘They?’
� Samuel Zane Batten book: The New World 

Order (1919), global collectivist state

� NWO in their own terms:
� Polycentric domination model:

Trilateral, CFR, Bilderberg, Fed, etc. 
� Agenda 21
� Common Core
� Owns and controls media
� (Inter)National surveillance state
� Federalization/militarization of police
� Biochips up the ol’ wazoo for everyone
� GMOs, environmental poisoning, culling
� Communist Manifesto on steroids

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4CRiE7_Q4Y
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Outer Path (Dealing with the ‘Stark Threat’)

The Matrix today—per Thrive

� Many millions of views and visits

� Looks at NWO as a giant tapeworm

� Political program:
� Cut defense budget in half overnight

� Immediate end to federal-cartel 
monopoly on money and credit

Recent integrative movement for liberty that is extremely 
powerful and hopeful, highly recommended, my FLOW 
movement is affiliated. Very good analysis of economic system.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fM2iZdooYFc
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Outer Path (Dealing with the ‘Stark Threat’)

Origins and Prime USA Evidence of the NWO 

Freedom vs. Control
When a society yields to statism, political power is 
exercised mob-like, behind the scenes, for the benefit  
of… ? (silly question). The Golden Rule: 
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Outer Path (Dealing with the ‘Stark Threat’) 

How do ‘They’ work the masses?

Altered States
� The 1955 movie, Invasion of the Body 

Snatchers puts it in a nutshell (pod)
� Similar movie: 1995 series: Dark Skies, 

controlling organism is called ‘Hive’
� Let’s all say MET-A-PHOR
� Also recall Orwell’s 1984 “Hate, Hate…”
� Our modern hive (Men of the Power Sickness) 

works more like Huxley’s people growing to like 
their subjection—multimedia 

� Hive dissembles as legitimate organizing function 
(government) with all the symbols and feel-goods

� The modern war on terror (like the Nazis in 
WW2) makes those who resist or disagree 
traitors or terrorists: ENEMIES whom the masses 
are led to viscerally despise.

Mind control video: Edward Bernay. Experiment with the 
socially accepted lies. Rule from the Shadows: The 
Psychology of Power. (Find on YouTube.)
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Outer Path (Characteristics of the ‘Stark Threat’) 

(Like a tapeworm) pretends to be good for us

Dictates the nature of 
‘the cure’

� Simulates legitimate 
authority

� Disarms via our blind 
moral sanction 

� Clean living 

� Expose (truth)

� Capitalize on weaknesses:
� Inhumanity, not us

� Parasitical nature

� Requires moral sanction

� Often a major assault or 
deception exposes all 
weaknesses, core, which can 
be attacked to destroy whole 
beast readily.

� Emperor’s New Clothes 
analogy  

Or if you’re a liberal…
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Outer Path (Characteristics of the ‘Stark Threat’) 

Catalog of Assaults by the Cabal/NWO

The Dirty Dozen 1. the Fed and central bank itself—takeover of the money system, resulting in 
massive confiscation of material wealth.

2. stratospheric aerosol geoengineering—toxic skies, climate mod, weather 
warfare, threatening end of human story.

3. 9/11 attacks—as false flag acts of state terror, 9/11 is the Big One; resulting in 
unending war and militarized US. 

4. NSA, surveillance-state violations—TSA, DHS, NDAA; goons set loose in 
Occupied America to prep us for gulag.

5. torture and war crimes—including in this the ongoing War on Drugs (WOD) 
atrocity, strip searches, police assaults.

6. toxic gunpoint medicine—genocidal-AMA-approved Obamacare; crushing 
wholistic, naturopathic alternatives.

7. radiowave pollution—chiefly mandatory ‘smart’ meters, per Agenda 21: 
wantonly surveil and destroy people’s health. 

8. poison food—GMOs, CAFOs, etc., eliminating or reducing people’s choices in 
food; contaminating healthful practices.

9. attacks on firearms ownership—thru staged ‘massacres,’ demonizing ‘gun 
nuts,’ always run as fed black ops.

10. ObamaEd—also per Agenda 21, the Common Core K-12 school curricula; 
collectivist, mind-destroying drivel masquerading as helping children’s minds.

11. psychiatric drugs and vaccines—esp. predatory/mandatory and on children, 
huge Big Pharma profits from pedicide. 

12. propaganda machinery—and threats to the Internet, 1st A Amendment; 
persistent lies and mind control dumb down.

Available via Amazon, also on Kindle.
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Outer Path (Best Response to the ‘Stark Threat’) 

Remove the 9/11 Linchpin via Global Truth 

� Cabal role in Crime of Century 
=> gross immorality => end of 
moral sanction => death of 
Cabal => death of Cabal 
assaults

� 9/11 truth: best focus for 
success

� Central domino topples the 
others

� Facts and reason

� Satyagraha: The irresistible 
global truth force.

� Join the winning team Graphic courtesy Claudio Marty, Satyagraha911.org FB Group
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #1) 

Experts Speak Out From Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth (AE911) 

� Engineering evidence, irrefutable physical facts 
� Focus on World Trade Centers
� Narrated by Richard Gage with great sympathy 

for the lives lost
� On that day
� As a consequence of that day

� Strong civil liberties awareness
� Focus on WTC 7, structural steel evidence destroyed

� No scientific inquiry has been made
� All evidence shows controlled demolition

� Free fall symmetrical collapse
� Office fires physically impossible cause
� Molten steel, concrete, thermite, iron balls
� Big successive explosions, high number of

� WTC 1 and 2: lower floors no resistance, 
outward explosions, horizontal, not vertical

� Psychological resistance at worldview collapse
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #2)

Behind the Smoke Curtain

� Pentagon had to be hit to get us on a war footing:
� Endless preemptive wars
� Created combatant command over mainland
� Domestic surveillance state, commander in chief powers

� Evidence indicts Project for a New American Century (PNAC) signatories and the 
Neocons; Pentagon major psyop preplanned

� War games, Honegger documents these, hijack scenarios; a 757 did not hit at the 
point and at the time of the official story, doctored photos, confiscated videos; 
physically impossible for 757 official strike, ground effects; evidence of shaped-
charge explosives, white Global Hawk drone to look like AA airliner.

� Discussion of who the Neocons are and their origins in Third Reich: Leo Strauss 
=> mentored by Hitler’s legal theorist Carl Schmitt, US has been taken over by a 
neo-Nazi cult per Seymour Hersh. 9/11 is Hitlerian scale Big Lie designed to…

� Israeli-Zionist goals to get US into Middle East: dual-citizens Wolfowitz, Perle, 
Zelikow, Chertoff, Dav Zakheim: putting Israel’s interest above its owntreason. 
It’s a diabolical attack on humanity.

� To confront an evil of  this magnitude facts alone are not enough: The 
9/11 truth movement must be the heart of a growing global ‘truth 
force’ (Satyagraha, M. Gandhi, 9/11/1901. Sworn juror affidavit. 

Barbara Honegger, M.S., Pentagon, New Pearl Harbor (2013), presentation to Seattle 9/11 Truth
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #2:2—key slide: whodunit)

Behind the Smoke Curtain
Barbara Honegger, M.S., Pentagon, New Pearl Harbor (2013), presentation to Seattle 9/11 Truth
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #2:3—Christopher Bollyn)

Behind the Smoke Curtain—related 
Related to the previous slide and corroborating Honegger’s view, world journalist Christopher 
Bollyn has written extensively specifically on the nature and origin of the Zionist Israeli role in 9/11.

� ‘Five Dancing Israelis’ who were detained and later expelled 
back to Israel (2) were … agents of Israeli intelligence, a fact 
ignored by the media. Led Bollyn to investigate the Israeli 
connection further.

� On the day of the bombings, Benjamin Netanyahu, openly 
stated that he viewed 9-11 as a positive development.

� Delves into Israeli Zionist state history: USS Liberty, several 
false flag terrorist attacks against US and UK, Israeli state is a 
terror state: 

� “‘We must use terror, assassination, intimidation, land confiscation, and the 
cutting of all social services to rid the Galilee of its Arab population.’ —
David Ben Gurion, first prime minister of Israel, to the general staff, May 
1948�

� ZI intel leaders had foreknowledge, prepped, deep planning by 
a fixed state required, destruction of evidence, esp.:

� “The FBI, for example, under the command of the Israeli dual-national 
Michael Chertoff, was responsible for the confiscation and destruction of the 
crucial evidence from 9-11. 

� Much more, wholly credible and exhaustively researched.
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #3)

The New Pearl Harbor
Film by Italian researcher Massimo Mazzucco
� 12 parallels to the real Pearl Harbor, also  false flag

� Echos Barbara Honegger’s work, propaganda just like 1941, 70% 
believed Saddam behind, information withheld, five hour film

� Mazzucco’s film handles entire scenario:
� 1:  Air defense

� Incompetence theory vs. stand down
� All planes tracked, debunkers say we didn’t know where they were
� Military same-scenario exercises confused, but they ‘went live’

� 2: The  hijackers: identity, no video evidence they boarded, incapable of piloting
� 3: The airplanes

� Cell phone calls, impossibility of, video goes into detailed analysis
� Impossible flight speeds (200 mph higher than the aircraft’s max velocity)
� Details of what boxes recovered, what withheld or falsified

� 4: The Pentagon
� Missing airplane
� Missing tapes

� 5: Flight 93: shoot down vs. zero debris Shanksville
� 6: World Trade Center buildings: access, renovation to elevators, powerdown, 

pulverized concrete, vaporized victims, 2749 victims, many expelled outward 
� 7: Building 7: Preknowledge
� Epilog: Denial

� Interviews truthers and debunkers both, international, to assess 
opposing explanations, most in depth total picture video

� Officials lied, no reprimands or inquiries for incompetence, official story 
completely destroyed in all seven categories. 
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #4)

Black 9/11: Videos by physicist Jeremy Rys

The “Qui Bonos”

Black 9/11, Part 1. Rys
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJDFHd5eEzw

Project Hammer Detail, Part 2, Rys
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_fp5kaVYhk

� Money, Motive, Technology, and Plausible Deniability 

� Everything you wanted to know about the insiders who profited from 
the carnage but was buried or omitted by controlled media

� Corrupt network of elite financial criminals

� Project Hammer, Bush I, 1991, focus on benefitting from crash of
Russian economy

� Several investigation agencies were homing in on the Hammer 
Fund money laundering up until 9/11/2001

� Gold theft from other WTC buildings

� Insider trading, corruption, destruction was key to confusing public, 
kill potential whistleblowers

� AIG and others connected to the CIA, narcotrafficking, the Carlyle 
Group (defense), BCCI

� Many named in Kevin Ryan’s book as legitimate suspects in the 
crimes

� As Rys and other young bucks in the truth movement state: “With 
the advent of the Internet, ignorance of the truth is a personal
choice.”

� Still many areas to research, and legit researchers often change
their minds with additional evidence in the truth community.
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Outer Path (9/11 Video #5)

RT Network Story

Getting Close to Mainstream

� Truth is coming forward, this story from 
RT (2013)—approx. ½ billion viewer 
base worldwide—shows the media 
attempts at suppression 

� Supports the AE911 work, especially on 
WTC 7, the only scientific explanation 
being explosive demolition

� 84% of the people say the government 
is lying about 9/11

� The coverup is beginning to fall apart, 
the people are not buying the 
mainstream media’s suppression.https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UOSa1M7Are4
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Outer Path (9/11 Book #1)

Another Nineteen

Investigating Legitimate 9/11 Suspects
� Plus Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld—the 

real Osama bin Laden and Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed masterminds.

� Lots of focus on the stand down and military on 
this side, the propaganda work

� Also focus on the business mechanics, but not 
so deep as what C. Bollyn has demonstrated in 
ZI intel and military

� Source for some key connections in Jeremy 
Rys’s presentations

� Time for a fully independent federal (or state(s)) 
grand jury(s) to investigate and bring 
indictments for trial of these and other suspects 

Frank Carlucci
Richard Armitage
Louis Freeh
George Tenet
Richard Clarke
Benedict Sliney
Michael Canavan
Ralph Eberhart
Carl Truscott
John Deutch
Paul Wolfowtiz
Peter Janson
Paul Bremer
Brian Jenkins
Wirt Walker
Barry McDaniel
Rudy Giuliani
Duane Andrews
Porter Goss

“The false narrative of what happened on 9/11 can no longer be supported or sustained by any reasonable person.”
— Christopher Bollyn in his open letter to Pope Francis, March 25, 2014
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Outer Path (9/11 Book (monograph) #2)

Let’s Get Empirical
Researcher David Ray Griffin

� Using the Conspiracy Theory Label to Avoid 
Getting Empirical

� Three A Priori Beliefs to Avoid Getting Empirical
� Would not have killed its own citizens

� Someone Would Have Talked

� Faith in Official Reports

� Osama bin Laden Responsibility

� Phone Calls from the Planes

� Failure to Intercept the Planes

� World Trade Center 7

� Molten Metal

� Damage to Wedge 1 at Pentagon

� United Flight 93

The best short description of 9/11 Truth available:
http://brianrwright.com/Griffin.pdf
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Outer Path (Merging 911 & Satyagraha into Breaking Free)

Spiritual Development and Catharsis
���������	
������	�	�����������
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Outer Path (Real working strategies for liberty)
Can the Libertarians have a useful role? 

• The Columbus Statement—Drawn from a two-page summary 
‘argument’ I made at the Michigan LP convention in May 2014, 
serves as an overview of proposed strategy and practice. 

1. “Heal Yourself, Heal the World”—To be of any political use to 
others, we must strive for our own ‘deeper-qualities’ fulfillment; being 
the best you can be brings out the best in others.

2. Better Mousetrap—Per Bucky Fuller observation, to defeat 
Leviathan (whether public schools, ‘justice’ system, transportation, 
etc.) build a “shining alternative on the hill.”

3. Good Neighbor Libertarian—The essence of Leaving the Sandbox
(LTS) strategy; everyone who can becomes a friendly leader in the 
community, creates the empowered, nonaggression way. 

4. Keeping the Band Together—Nuts and bolts LP and affiliates do 
not change under LTS; we change: We monitor the Old while 
preparing to assume office in the voluntary New.  

5. Raising the Torch—As Libertarians we stand for something. The 
organization becomes informed on all major issues of the day, 
testifies, resolves, and educates. We never shut up!

6. We, the Jury!—(From the title of Mickey Spillane’s classic I, the 
Jury.) The grand jury and trial jury are powerful tools to arrest 
runaway US fascism or statism. Jury power is people power. 

� ���	�����
�	��������

Available via Amazon, also on Kindle.
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Outer Path (Real working strategies for liberty)
The Good Neighbor Libertarian

(3) Good Neighbor Libertarian—
The essence of Leaving the 
Sandbox (LTS) strategy; 
everyone who can becomes a 
friendly leader in the community, 
creates the empowered, 
nonaggression way. 

(4) Keeping the Band Together—
Nuts and bolts LP and affiliates 
do not change under LTS; we
change: We monitor the Old 
while preparing to assume office 
in the voluntary New.  

� ���	�����
�	��������

Note: GNLs proliferate along paths
of release, ref. Dirty Dozen et al.
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Outer Path (Real working strategies for liberty)

‘Income’ Tax Truth Movement
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"The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie--
deliberate, contrived and dishonest-- but the myth, 
persistent, persuasive and unrealistic. Belief in myths allows 
the comfort of opinion without the discomfort of thought."
-John F. Kennedy

5. Raising the Torch—As Libertarians we stand for something. 
The organization becomes informed on all major issues of the 
day, testifies, resolves, and educates. We never shut up!

Too many Libertarians look at the law, if anything, as an adversary. We’re 
wrapped up in the eternal verities of the nonaggression principle, we see 
that bad men are practicing aggression via bad laws, and we conclude, 
“The Law, Who Needs It?” ….

In general, a key part of the LTS GNL strategy—empowerment and 
accountability—requires activists to learn, know, and apply the law
in a) asserting people’s natural rights supported by the law and b) in 
holding officials responsible for any crimes against the people. 

‘The Law’
Central Example
Shout from the 
Rooftops ����

http://www.losthorizons.com/Cracking_the_Code.htm
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Outer Path (Real Working Strategies for Liberty)

The Hidden 4th Branch

� The American colonists were well versed in the workings of the grand jury and used it 
widely to stymie corrupt or questionable behavior on behalf of the King’s interests. 
The grand jury as a check on state power was more of a custom—taken for granted 
as the rights of Englishmen—than formally enshrined in statute. 

� The modern incarnation of a state or federal prosecutor/judge ordering a grand jury 
around is backasswards. The function of government officials is merely to help, when 
so directed, the grand jury carry out its mission to investigate and bring indictments 
(or not). 

� We champion the real people of the country, and the world, who every day take their 
lumps up the ol’ wazoo—petty traffic infractions, vice bashing, strip searches, 
excessive fines, lifestyle harassment, illegal searches, civil forfeitures, [rogue judges 
in tax cases ����], cops pepper-spraying grandma and tasering handicapped 
teenagers. We stand up for all victims of statist-Mob violence

� We do not have to spend interminable hours wrangling about whether ‘the tapeworm’
people in power did such and such. The determination of whether the evidence is 
sufficient for trial is up to the people to investigate and indict—via their tried and true 
institution of ‘a (grand) jury of one’s peers.’

� This supreme authority exercised as the people is why most government officials start 
excreting Frisbees when anyone mentions grand juries… or (trial) jury nullification for 
that matter. Which is precisely why grand juries need to be reestablished in their all-
American, Red-White-and-Blue splendor. As designed and intended by the framers. 

6. We, the Jury!—The grand jury and trial jury are powerful 
tools to arrest runaway US fascism or statism. Jury power 
is people power. 

The grand jury properly configured is the best 
and most direct check on runaway 
government, esp. corrupt, unlawful, and 
treasonous officials handling tax cases.

Check out GRIJA (or GIJA) on Facebook.
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After letting go of the Barnacles 
We launch to the stars…

The final shift to the New Paradigm

� Also refer to the Thrive movement

� Reparations from the Barnacles

� Joining the food revolution, live well

� Health and bioenergy thru the roof

� Disease and suffering: bah bah

� Cheap, abundant energy all around

� Energy and control grid: bah bah

� New sources wealth and abundance

� Space travel practical technologies

� End to Barnacles forever, OIB pals?

� “A billion points of light!” Each of us.
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What do I need to do? 
The pitch…

No matter who you are, simply ‘step up!’

� Be curious, learn more, leave mainstream 
media systems, think for yourself, act 

� Find (and swing) your Authentic Swing

� Bear testimony to Truth and Justice

� Publicly deny moral sanction to state 

� Help end a major ‘Dirty Dozen’ crime

� Learn and apply educated tax practices

� Join and/or contribute to AE911Truth.org

� Swarm with others to create 9/11 breakthru

� Become a Good Neighbor Libertarian

� Spread the word of Shakabuku Liberty

My ‘stuff’ at 
http://brianrwright.com

/Shakabuku � Work related to the tour and book

/FLOW � Web location for contact & development

/Flow.pdf � FLOW Fellowship brochure

/Author.pdf � My works, may need slight update

/publish � Publishing, editing, and writing, my biz


